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The TRANSP code @R. V. Budny et al., Nucl. Fusion35, 1497 ~1995!# is used to construct
comprehensive, self-consistent models for plasmas within the separatrix surface in the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER! @Technical Basis for the ITER Interim Design Report,
Cost Review and Safety Analysis~International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1996!#. Steady
state profiles of two plasmas from the ITER ‘‘Interim Design’’ database are used. Effects of 1 MeV
neutral beam injection, sawteeth mixing, toroidal field ripple, and helium ash transport are included.
Results are given for the fusion rate profiles, and parameters describing effects such as the alpha
particle heating of electrons and thermal ions, and the thermalization rates. The modeling indicates
that the deposition of the neutral beam ions will peak in the plasma center, and the average beam
ion energy will be half the injected energy. Sawtooth mixing will broaden the fast alpha profile. The
toroidal ripple loss rate of alpha energy will be 3% before sawtooth crashes and will increase by a
factor of 3 immediately following sawtooth crashes. Various assumptions for the thermal He
transport and the He recycling coefficient at the separatrixRrec are used. If the ratio of helium and
energy confinement times,tHe* /tE is less than 15, the steady state fusion power is predicted to be 1.5
GW or greater. The values of the transport coefficients required for this fusion power depend on
Rrec. If this is larger than about 0.5, and if the inward pinch is small the required He diffusivity must
be much larger than that measured in tokamaks. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~96!02212-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the goals for the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor~ITER! is the production of 1.5 GW of
fusion power for long durations.1,2 The required plasma con-
ditions are far beyond those produced in current Tokamak
experiments, thus considerable effort has been devoted to
extrapolating scaling laws to ITER discharges. A database of
possible discharges that achieve this goal of 1.5 GW is being
assembled by the ITER design team.3

One of the crucial issues for ITER is whether the alpha
heating will be sufficient to maintain ignition and the alpha
particle losses will be tolerable. Good alpha confinement is
necessary for self-sustained fusion reactions. Thermal alpha
ash concentration must remain low so that the fuel will not
be excessively depleted.

In order to predict alpha parameters, comprehensive
modeling of ITER discharges is needed. The local transport
must be sufficiently benign to achieve high densities and
temperatures for the deuterium and tritium, and low concen-
trations of impurities. Large plasma currents need to be
driven. Sawteeth and ripple effects need to be assessed.

To focus the modeling efforts, two of the discharges in
the ITER database are used as test beds for comparing pre-
dictive modeling codes. One discharge has flat profiles and
the other has moderately peaked profiles. Various predictive
codes, with different strengths and weaknesses, are being
used to model these discharges.

This paper describes simulations using theTRANSP
plasma analysis code.4 Although TRANSP is not primarily a
predictive code, it offers a number of capabilities that
complement predictive codes. These capabilities are dis-

cussed in the next section.TRANSPis used to model the high-
energy neutral beam injection, sawteeth effects, toroidal field
ripple effects, and helium ash concentrations. Ranges of he-
lium ash transport that result in equilibrium ash profiles con-
sistent with 1.5 GW of fusion power are given.

Some of the results in this paper were reported previ-
ously in a brief paper.5

II. TRANSP CAPABILITIES

TRANSPhas a number of capabilities that make it a pow-
erful tool for studying ITER plasma performance. These in-
clude:

General flux geometry. The geometry of the boundary
~such as the 98% flux surface of diverted discharges! can be
specified as a general function of time. The interior flux sur-
faces are computed solving the Grad–Shafranov equation.
TRANSP has recently been generalized6 to model up–down
asymmetry. The boundary surface from the ITER database
assumed here is designatedx51 in Fig. 1. The interior flux
surfaces are parameterized by the square-root of the normal-
ized toroidal flux.

Multiple species. Up to five thermal ion species can be
modeled. The species that have been incorporated into
TRANSP are H, D, T, He3, He4, Li, and an impurity of arbi-
trary Z and A. Several models for the relative transport of the
H, D, and T are available. Explicit transport coefficients for
the thermal He ash can be modeled.

Auxiliary heating and current drive. Effects of neutral
beam injection~NBI!, ion-cyclotron range of frequency heat-
ing ~ICRF!, and lower-hybrid current drive~LHCD! can be
simulated. These capabilities compute the power deposition
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and the corresponding transport coefficients. The capabilities
of simulating fast wave current drive~FWCD! and electron
cyclotron heating~ECH! are being developed.

Detailed beam deposition. Monte Carlo techniques are
used to model the beam deposition in three dimensions. An
estimation of multistep ionization effects is included. Injec-
tion of H, D, T, and He beams can be modeled. Effects of
D-NBI are discussed in Sec. IV.

Nonzero orbit effects. Monte Carlo techniques simulate
orbits of alpha particles and beam ions. These give accurate
simulations of the pressure and beam-driven currents in
present Tokamak experiments. They are being used to study
alpha parameters in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
~TFTR!. Either neoclassical orbits, or the possible effects of
anomalous fast ion diffusion can be modeled.

Fusion products modeling. The slowing down and heat-
ing of the thermal plasma by the fast alpha particles is mod-
eled. Various losses, such as those caused by orbits intercept-
ing the vacuum vessel are modeled.

Sawteeth effects. Models for sawteeth effects on the ther-
mal plasma and on the fast ions have been incorporated into
TRANSP.4 These are useful for estimatingqc profiles and how
much of the fast ions will be mixed by sawteeth crashes.
Sawteeth effects are discussed in Sec. V.

Toroidal field ripple loss. A model for estimating the
toroidal field ripple losses of fast ions has recently been in-
corporated intoTRANSP.7–9 The number and energy of the
lost ions are computed. Values of the toroidal field ripple,

d~R,z![
Bmax2Bmin

Bmax1Bmin

are specified. Contours of the values from the ITER database
assumed here are shown in Fig. 2. Losses are discussed in
Sec. VI.

Fast ion distributions. The distributions in space, energy,
and pitch angle are calculated. These are useful for estimat-

ing the effects of fast ions on the magnetohydrodynamic
~MHD! and toroidicity induced Alfve´n eigenmodes~TAE!
modes.

Coupling with MHD and TAE codes. Outputs from
TRANSPruns can be used as inputs for codes such asORBIT,10

PEST,11 andNOVA.12

Diagnostic simulations. TRANSPis capable of calculating
various plasma profiles and chordal emissions along user-
chosen chords. This is useful for designing diagnostics and
for interpreting their results.

The TRANSP analysis code is being used extensively to
analyze current tokamak experimental results from TFTR,4,13

Joint European Torus~JET!,14 Princeton Beta Experiment-
Modified ~PBX-M!,15 Tokamak Experiment for Technically
Oriented Research~TEXTOR!,16 TORE SUPRA,17 and
Alcator-C-Mod.18 The widespread use ofTRANSP increases
its reliability and facilitates comparisons of results from dif-
ferent experiments.TRANSP has also been used for making
predictions for future tokamak performance.19,20

III. BASELINE ITER SIMULATIONS

The ITER discharges are assumed to haveI p521 MA
and 20 toroidal field coils generatingBTF55.7 T. The bound-
ary flux surface is assumed to have an elongation of 1.6 and
a triangularity of>0.25. The profiles used are those from the
ITER ‘‘interim’’ database~ca. April, 1995! designated 1001
with flat profiles and 1002 with peaked profiles. Thene , Te ,
andTion profiles are compared in Fig. 3. The impurity pro-
files are calculated using theZeff profiles from the database
and a choice for theZ of the impurity. The assumed profiles
for Zeff are shown in Fig. 4~a!. The Z of the impurity is
assumed to be 4.5, representing Be withZ54 and a contri-
bution from other impurities with higherZ. The radiation
profiles are also given in the database, as shown in Fig. 4~b!,
and are used in theTRANSP modeling for calculating the
electron power balance. The pressure profiles for both cases
are compared in Fig. 5.

The densities of the thermal D, T, He, impurity and of
the beam ions and fast alpha particles are calculated by

FIG. 1. Assumed boundary flux surfacex51.0 ~for instance, for the 98%
flux surface! and the interior flux surfaces calculated solving the Grad–
Shafranov equation for the MHD equilibrium. The flux surfaces for both the
flat and peaked categories of discharges are very similar.

FIG. 2. Assumed toroidal ripple field and the location of the plasma
boundary.
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TRANSP. Several models are available for computing the rela-
tive D/T mix. The model that gives the best agreement with
measurements of neutron emission profiles in TFTR has a
preferential inward pinch of D relative to T.21 This model
gives pessimistic results for ITER with continual D-NBI by
increasing the D density at the expense of the T density. In
the following we use the more optimistic model with equal
transport of the D and T. Examples of profiles are compared
in Figs. 6. The computed densities of the fast ions,na , and
nbeam ~from 50 MW D-NBI, discussed in the next section!
are relatively low, even compared to the density of the im-
purity, nimp .

The thermal He profilenHe is calculated from the ther-
malization rate profile and the assumed He transport. Various
He transport assumptions are discussed in Sec. VII. The ther-
mal He density has a significant effect on the fusion rate by
depleting the D and T densities at fixedne . If there were no
thermal He, the fusion power from the assumed profiles
would be around 2.5 GW. Results for alpha parameters for
two cases withPDT>1.5 GW are summarized in Table I.

The steady-state phases of ITER discharges includes the

periodic effects of sawteeth with a period assumed to be 50 s.
This relatively long sawtooth period allows theqc profile a
long time to relax after a sawtooth crash. A short sawtooth
period is predicted to reduce the perturbations ofqc , as dis-

FIG. 3. Profiles of the assumed electron density, electron temperature, and
ion temperature for~a! the flat and~b! the peaked cases.

FIG. 4. Assumed profiles for~a! Zeff and ~b! Prad for the flat and peaked
density cases.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the total pressure profiles for the flat and peaked
cases.
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cussed in Sec. V, but the increased repetition enhances the
ripple loss of fast alpha particles, as discussed in Sec. VI.
Approximately 120 s of these discharges are modeled in or-
der to simulate several crashes of sawteeth, and to allow the
thermal He to approach equilibrium. The NBI duration is
limited to 100 s in order to provide results both with and
without NBI for evaluating the effects of NBI.

IV. NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION

The present plan for ITER is to use up to 100 MW of
auxiliary heating/current drive. Some or all of this power
could be D or H injection from up to three negative ion beam
sources. These sources would be situated approximately 29

m from the centerline, and aimed with tangency radii of 6.5
m in the direction of the plasma current. The injected neu-
trals are assumed to have the full energy, which is planned to
be up to 1 MeV.

This paper discusses effects of 50 MW of D-NBI. Ex-
amples for the deposition profiles are shown in Fig. 7. The
dominant ionization is by collisions with the thermal D and
T ions. The ionization rates by electrons and impurities are
shown also. The source profiles for the fusion alphas are
shown in Fig. 8.

The fast-ion distributions are calculated using Monte
Carlo techniques. The profiles of the slowing down times for
the fast ions~at birth! are compared in Fig. 9. The average
energy of the beam ions is approximately half the injection
energy, as shown in Fig. 10. The average energy of the fu-
sion alphas is 1.5 MeV over most of the plasma profile, also
shown in Fig. 10. Their average energy in the edge is higher
since they are lost before they have much chance to slow
down. The alpha contribution to the central pressure is 10%–
15%. The beam ion contribution to the central pressure is
;2%. The beam contribution to the fusion rate is;1%.

TRANSP calculates the beam-ion and fast alpha distribu-
tions,

FIG. 6. Density profiles for the~a! flat and~b! peaked density cases with
PDT51.5 GW and 50 MW of D-NBI at 1 MeV. The assumed electron
density and the calculated thermal D, T, He and impurity, and fast D and He
densities are shown.

FIG. 7. Beam deposition rate profiles for the peaked density cases with 100
MW at 1 MeV for ~a! flat and~b! peaked discharges. The dominant rates are
ionizations of the thermal D and T, electrons, and impurities. Charge-
exchange rates are lower.

TABLE I. Alpha parameters.

Parameter Flatne ~01001A03! Peakedne ~01002A07!

ba~0! 0.009 0.013
^ba& 0.0017 0.0014
2Rgrad* (ba) 0.04 0.04
na(0)/ne(0) 0.003 0.006
va~birth!/vAlfvén~0! 1.6 1.9
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d f j~Ej ,l j ,x,t !

dV dEj

with dV the volume element. The independent variables are
the energyEj of the fast speciesj , lj[vparallel/v[cos~pitch
angle! with vparallel the component ofv in the direction of the
plasma current, and the location in space and time. Integrat-
ing overEj and averaging overl gives the fast ion density.
Results for 50 MW of steady state D-NBI are shown in Fig.
11. Although the beam injection is nearvparallel5v ~along the
plasma current!, the equilibrium distribution has consider-
able density at lowervparallel/v.

Profiles of the plasma heating power densities during the
NBI phase are shown in Figs. 12. The fusion power and
heating powers of two cases are compared in Table II. Since
the alpha particles are modeled to be well confined, the total
alpha heating power is 20% of the total fusion power. Most
of this heating is electron heating. The total beam heating
and thermalization powers are 50 MW. The global and cen-

tral alpha heating powers are considerably greater than the
NBI heating powers since these plasmas are at ignition con-
ditions.

The stored energies, energy confinement times, and
bnorm values are compared in Table III. The energy confine-
ment time is defined as the ratio of the total~thermal and fast
ion! plasma energy and the total heating power. The trans-
port coefficients of the thermal plasma which are calculated
from the profile gradients and the energy, momentum, and
species fluxes are shown in Figs. 13. At radii where the pro-
files are not decreasing monotonically, large positive or
negative values for the difusivities can result. The coeffi-
cients must be lower for the cases without auxiliary heating.
In the flat profile case, Fig. 13~a!, xe andxion are about 100
times the neoclassical valuexNC over much of the profile.
The exceptionally high values near the center are a conse-
quence of the flat profiles@see Figs. 3~a! and 8#. For the
peaked profile case, Fig. 13~b!, the effective particle diffu-

FIG. 8. Fusion power profiles for the peaked and flat density cases with
PDT51.5 GW.

FIG. 9. Slowing down profiles for the birth alphas and beam ions.

FIG. 10. Average energy profiles for the fusion alpha particles and beam
ions.

FIG. 11. Distribution in energy andl5cos~pitch angle! at x50.0 of the
beam ions from 100 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI.
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sivity De must be considerably lower thanxNC. The values
for xe andxion are in rough agreement with the values in the
ITER interim database.

The sources of the plasma current are needed to calcu-
late the profiles of the current profileqc . The volt-second
capacity may be sufficient for the Ohmic and bootstrap cur-
rents to maintainI p521 MA for 1000 second discharges. For
steady state, a current drive system will be needed. Since the
current drive mechanism has not yet been chosen, this paper
assumes that the total current consists of the bootstrap,
beam-driven, and Ohmic current, generated by neoclassical
resistivity. The profiles shown in Fig. 14. The beam-driven
current with 50 MW of D-NBI is approximately 0.6 MA.
The bootstrap contributions are relatively small. Examples

are compared in Table IV. A large Ohmic, or otherwise
driven current is necessary to provide the total current of 21
MA.

V. SAWTEETH EFFECTS

It is not known whether ITER discharges will exhibit
sawteeth, or how they will respond to sawteeth crashes.
ITER sawteeth have been modeled using thePRETORcode.22

We useTRANSP to simulate sawtooth effects on the current
and fast ion profiles. For simplicity, we assume that the den-
sities and temperatures of the thermal species are not altered,
contrary to empirical observations in tokamaks.

FIG. 12. Heating power density profiles for the peaked density cases with
100 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI achievingPDT51.5 GW.

FIG. 13. Transport coefficients for the electrons and thermal ions calculated
from the stored energy and heating profiles for~a! the flat density, and~b!
the peaked density cases withPDT51.5 GW and 100 MW of D-NBI at 1
MeV.

TABLE II. Fusion and heating powers with 50 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI.

Flat ne ~01001A03! Peakedne ~01002A07!
Center~MW/m3! Total ~MW! Center~MW/m3! Total ~MW!

PDT 2.0 1400 2.0 1400
Pa-e 0.30 200 1.0 200
Pa- l 0.15 78 0.50 75
Pbm-e 0.024 30 0.08 60
Pbm- l 0.025 16 0.08 35
Pbm-th 0.004 2 0.01 2

TABLE III. Plasma conditions with 50 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI.

Parameter Flatne ~01001A03! Peakedne ~01002A07!

Wtot ~GJ! 1.23 1.20
Wel ~GJ! 0.67 0.67
Wion ~GJ! 0.49 0.47
Wa ~GJ! 0.060 0.051
Wbeam ~GJ! 0.012 0.012

tE ~s! 4.15 4.20
bnorm 2.33 2.30
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The sawtooth period is assumed to be 50 s. The amount
of current mixing during sawteeth crashes can be varied in
TRANSP. In modeling TFTR discharges, about 20%–30%
current mixing gives approximate agreement with
measurements.23 Examples of the evolutions ofqc~0! for
ITER with two different assumptions are shown in Fig. 15. If
the amount of current mixing will be as small, as in TFTR,
many sawteeth crashes are needed to raiseqc~0! to values
near 1. The current relaxation time is very long, so the decay
of qc~0! after each crash is not large even with periods of 50
s. Theqc51 surface is calculated to be aroundx50.25–
0.50. Theqc profiles are shown in Fig. 16.

Sawteeth affect the distribution of alphas in TFTR.24–26

The dynamics of this effect is complicated,27 but a simple
model has been incorporated intoTRANSP.3 The effect of
sawtooth crashes on the fast alpha density computed by
TRANSPis shown in Fig. 17. The recovery of the alpha fusion

power and alpha heating profiles will depend on details of
how the temperatures and the D, T, impurities, and alpha
densities are redistributed, and how the transport evolves
since these determine the subsequent reheating.

VI. RIPPLE EFFECTS

The fast-ion ripple losses are estimated inTRANSP by
assuming the ions are lost if their turning points are in re-
gions with ripple exceeding an empirical factor times the
Goldston–White–Boozer~GWB!28 threshold. The simple
GWB estimate has recently been improved29 but the im-
provement has not yet been installed intoTRANSP. The
threshold has been renormalized8 by comparing losses
obtained7 with TRANSP and with the Hamiltonian guiding-
center codeORBIT.10 The thresholds that give agreement for

FIG. 14. Current density profiles for a peaked density case with 100 MW of
1 MeV D-NBI ~a! the flat density, and~b! the peaked density cases.

FIG. 15. Evolution ofqc~0! with alternative assumptions about the fraction
of current mixing during sawteeth crashes.

FIG. 16. Computedqc profiles with alternative assumptions about the frac-
tion of current mixing during sawteeth crashes.

TABLE IV. Beam-driven and bootstrap currents with 50 MW D-NBI.

Current~MA ! Flat ne ~01001A03! Peakedne ~01002A07!

I beam 0.7 0.6
I boot 3.1 5.6
IOH 17.2 14.8
I total 21.0 21.0
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TFTR supershots are 1/2*GWB for the fast alpha particles
and 4*GWB for the beam ions. The actual threshold renor-
malization is strongly collisionally dependent on the artificial
pitch angle acceleration level used inTRANSP.8 Similar
renormalization for ITER discharges with appropriately
higher statistics indicates that the threshold for alpha par-
ticles is near 1/2*GWB ~as in TFTR!, not 1*GWB.29 In the
case of ITER, this reduction is due to the asymmetry of the
equilibrium and the geometry.

The prediction for the steady state phases of the peaked-
profile ITER discharge is that 3% of the alpha energy and
4% of the fast alpha particles are ripple lost. A comparable
fraction of the beam ion energy is expected to be ripple lost.
If the fast alphas are redistributed by sawtooth crashes, the
ripple loss is expected to increase. With the flat redistribution
shown in Fig. 17~b!, the ripple loss is predicted to increase
by a factor of 3.29 The duration of this increased loss depends
on the dynamics of recovery of the alpha profile to the pre-
crash state. This depends on unknown details of the plasma
recovery. Ripple losses from the flat profile discharge are
expected to be slightly larger since the alpha particle density
is broader~Fig. 8!.

VII. ALPHA ASH

The transport coefficients of the thermal ash were varied
to determine values that generate equilibrium ash profiles

consistent with 1.5 GW of fusion power. The diffusivity and
radial pinch velocity profiles for the ash density are defined
from their density and net flux profiles

gHe52DHe grad~nHe!1VHenHe. ~1!

In steady state, the volume integral to the separatrix of the
thermal He ion density is given by

dNHe

dt
5Sth1Gin2Gout5Sth2Gpump50 ~2a!

with Gout the He flux out through the separatrix surface,Gin
the ~neutral! He flux returning back from the scrape off or
divertor regions to the core through the separatrix surface,
and Sth is the volume integral of the alpha thermalization
rate. The fluxes are related by

G in5RrecGout, ~2b!

Gpump5~12Rrec!Gout, ~2c!

with Rrec the average recycling coefficientat the separatrix
surface, andGpump the rate with which He must be removed
from the region within the separatrix.TRANSP calculates the
alpha thermalization rate profiles to be close to the DT fusion
rate, as shown in Fig. 8.

The global He confinement times at the separatrix are
defined as:

tHe5NHe/Gout, ~3a!

tHe* 5NHe/Gpump5tHe/~12Rrec!. ~3b!

Some of the He ‘‘ash’’ parameters have been measured
in present day tokamas. For instance, results from experi-
ments with TFTR supershots indicate thatnHe is relatively
flat compared withne .

31 The transport coefficients consistent
with these measurements haveDHe(x)'De(x)
'xeff(x) ~the effective energy transport coefficient!. The ra-
dial pinchVHe(x) has relatively small values forx,0.5, and
anomalously large negative values forx.0.6. The recycling
coefficient consistent with these measurements isRrec>0.85,
and the ratiotHe* /tE > 6.

It is not clear how the existing tokamak results scale to
ITER discharges. For instance, the intense central fueling
from NBI in present experiments can cause more peaking of
ne than expected in ITER. Also,De!xeff might be expected
in ITER @see Fig. 13~b!#, but DHe!xeff would imply large
accumulations of He ash. Because of these uncertainties, a
range of He transport coefficients is studied here. It is inef-
ficient to useTRANSP to scan in the ratioDHe/xeff sincexeff
changes as thenHe/ne ratio and the alpha heating change. A
simpler assumption is used here: scans with constantDHe
andVHe are studied. For most of the runs the pinch is as-
sumed to be negligible.

Another uncertainty for ITER is the value ofRrec. Ap-
parently the average He recycling coefficient near the pumps
will be very close to 1.0. The interim design for ITER speci-
fies an effective pumping speed of 100–300 m3/s.1 This
speed times the neutral density or pressure at the pump ducts
gives the total pumping rate. A high neutral pressure is de-
sired to increase the pumping rate. This pressure must be
supported by the scrape off flow to the divertor and flux

FIG. 17. Computed change in the fast alpha density during sawteeth crashes
for ~a! the flat density profile case, and~b! the peaked density profile case.
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amplification ~reionization increasing the ion flux! near the
divertor region. High flux amplification near the divertor
keeps the density of He in the separatrix low andRrec low. At
fixed He transport coefficients, this lowers the He density in
the plasma, increasing the fusion power at fixed electron
density and temperatures. High values forRrec lead to pessi-
mistic requirements for the He transport coefficients to
achieve 1.5 GW fusion power. We first discuss results de-
rived using an intermediate value~Rrec50.5!, and then indi-
cate how the requirements change asRrec varies.

EachTRANSP run used a fixedDHe andVHe and initial
conditions chosen to speed the convergence to steady state
nHe profiles. One measure of equilibrium isSth/Gpump51 @see
Eq. 2~a!#. The runs reported here converged sufficiently so

thatSth/Gpump51 to within 8%. AsDHe increases,NHe, tHe,
and tHe* decrease, whereasGpump and PDT increase. These
dependencies are shown in Fig. 18. For the flat profile case
shown in Fig. 13~a!, DHe needs to be at least 2 m2/s to
achieve 1.5 GW in steady state, which is comparable toxeff
nearx50.5. For the peaked case in Fig. 13~b!, DHe needs to
be at least 0.4 m2/s, which is considerable lower thanxeff
with NBI.

Ash parameters are summarized in Table V. AsDHe in-
creases,tE /tHe* increases. The corresponding increase in
PDT is shown in Fig. 19. This ratio needs to be smaller than
about 15 to achievePDT51.5 GW with the plasma and re-
cycling we assume.

For the runs discussed above,DHe is varied withRrec
fixed at 0.5 andVHe fixed at zero. If instead,PDT is held
fixed, andRrec is varied, the value ofGpump in Eq. ~2c! re-
mains fixed, soGout varies as 1/~12Rrec!. For instance, ifRrec
increases from 0.5 to 0.95, the value ofDHe needed to
achieve 1.5 GW increases by a factor of 10. The required
upper bound ontE /t*

He remains around 15. Thus if the pinch
is negligible, the requiredDHe increases from 2 to 20 m2/s
for the flat profile case and from 0.4 to 4 m2/s for the peaked
profile case. These required values are much higher than
those measured in present tokamaks. Clearly low values for
Rrec are desired.

As 2VHe increases, larger values ofDHe are needed to
keep nHe low enough to achieve 1.5 GW. Profiles ofnHe
generated by several combinations ofDHe andVHe that are

FIG. 18. Dependencies of~a! He pumping,~b! the ratiotHe/tE , and~c! the
ratio tE /tHe* , if Rrec50.5 andVHe50.

FIG. 19. Dependence of the fusion power on the ratios of~a! tE /tHe* , and
~b! tHe* /tE if Rrec50.5 andVHe50.

TABLE V. Thermal He parameters forPDT51.5 GW if Rrec50.5 and
VHe50.

Parameter Flatne ~01001A03! Peakedne ~01002A07!

DHe ~m2/s! 2 0.4
VHe ~m/s! 0 0
nHe~0!/ne~0! 0.14 0.15
nHe~1!/ne~1! 0.16 0.32
NHe ~1022! 3.65 4.18

Gpump ~1020/s! 5.4 5.2
tHe ~s! 33.5 40.1
tHe* ~s! 67 80
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consistent withRrec50.10 and 1.5 GW are shown in Fig. 20.
The VHe profiles are assumed to have constant values for
x,0.9 and to increase linearly to 0.0 at the boundary~x51!.
The corresponding values ofDHe are low compared with the
values required ifRrec50.5.

VIII. SUMMARY

The TRANSP plasma analysis code is used to model the
steady state phases~including periodic sawteeth! of two dis-
charges from the ITER database.TRANSP provides compre-
hensive, self-consistent models for the particle, energy, and
momentum balance, and computes thermal transport coeffi-
cients and alpha parameters. Several models for the transport
of thermal ion species are available. The model for the rela-
tive mixing of D and T that is consistent with TFTR mea-
surements gives pessimistic results for ITER with D-NBI.
Results assuming equal D and T transport are assumed here.
Effects of 50 MW of D-NBI at 1 MeV are studied. The
heating occurs over most of the plasma, and the average
energy of the beam ions is approximately one-half the injec-
tion energy. The beam-driven currents are;0.6 MA for this
voltage. The beam ions contribute significantly to the ion and
electron heating in the region aroundx50.8.

The qc51 radius is calculated to occur near the
x50.25–0.5 flux surface. The amount of current mixing and
the sawtooth period significantly effect theqc~0! value. Saw-
teeth crashes are modeled to significantly redistribute the fast
ion density profiles.

Steady state toroidal field ripple is estimated to cause
losses of;3% of the alpha energy and;4% of the fast alpha
particles from the peaked profile discharge. If the fast alphas
are redistributed by sawtooth crashes, the ripple losses are
predicted to increase by about a factor of three transiently.

The alpha ash is modeled assuming constant transport
coefficients with a range of values. The ratio of the confine-
ment times,tHe* /tE needed to achieve steady state fusion
powers of 1.5 GW with the assumed electron density and ion

temperature profiles is<15. The required ash diffusivityDHe
depends strongly on the pinch and the average recycling co-
efficient at the separatrix surface,Rrec. If the pinch is negli-
gible and if Rrec<0.5, then values ofDHe comparable to
those measured in present tokamak experiments is sufficient.
If Rrec is much larger, then higher values are needed. Accu-
rate edge and scrape-off modeling is needed for more accu-
rate estimates ofRrec.
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